
STA371G: Freemark Abbey Case

Problem 1: Freemark Abbey Winery (I)

This problem is based on the Freemark Abbey Winery case. Please read this case carefully
before answering the following questions. You should assume that Freemark Abbey Winery
sells the wine in bulk at $1 per bottle if the storm hits and there is no mold. Assume that
the winery produces 1,000 cases of 12 bottles each (unless there is mold - see the case for
the appropriate volume under that outcome). Use units of thousands of dollars (so that a
payoff of 10 below corresponds to the winery making $10,000).

1. Fill out the payoff table below using the information given in the case.

Table 1: Payoff Table

Storm Storm No Storm No Storm No Storm
Botrytis No Botrytis Sugar 25% Sugar 20% Acidity <0.7%

Harvest Now
Harvest Later

2. Construct a decision tree using the information given in the case.

3. What is the probability distribution of the possible outcomes if Jaeger decides not
to harvest immediately? What is the mean of this distribution?

4. What decision would you recommend to Jaeger given the information you have?

5. Would your decision change if the probability changes from 0.4 to 0.2 that the botrytis
mold forms given that the storm hits? Why or why not?

Problem 2: Freemark Abbey Winery (II)

In this problem, we will study the value of information for Jaeger.

1. Suppose you could buy perfect information regarding whether or not the botrytis
mold forms if the storm hits. Build a new decision tree reflecting the receipt of
perfect information about the mold.

2. Compute the expected payoff if Jaeger pays for the perfect information. What is the
most Jaeger should be willing to pay for this information?
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Problem 3: Freemark Abbey Winery (III)

In problem #2, you computed the expected value of the mold expert’s perfect information
regarding whether or not the condition of the grapes is such that the botrytis mold will form
if the storm hits. In this problem, we will apply Bayes theorem to find out the expected
value of imperfect (sample) information.

Suppose that if the condition of the grapes is such that the mold will form if the storm
hits, the mold expert correctly indicates this 75% of the time; and if the condition of the
grapes is such that mold will not form if the storm hits, the mold expert correctly indicates
this 85% of the time.

1. Fill the joint probability table shown below:

Mold No Mold

Expert States Mold
Expert States No Mold

2. Construct the new decision tree for the case with imperfect information.

3. Compute the expected payoff if Jaeger pays for the imperfect information. What is
the most Jaeger should be willing to pay for the mold expert’s imperfect information?
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